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Introduction
Java is hot stuff. The hype that has surrounded Java and Java-enabled browsers such as Netscape mirrors the hype associated with the Internet and the World Wide Web. It is inevitable that this trend will not only continue, but that the acceptance and use of Java will grow. In spite of the many security concerns about using Java within browsers [8, 111, the momentum that has resulted from the convenience and functionality of downloadable executables has taken the Internet by storm.
Flaws in the design and implementation of Java-enabled browsers have repeatedly been discovered. Some of these exploit weaknesses in the type checking of Java, while others exploit system-level bugs. These vulnerabilities can allow Java applets to erase files, leak sensitive information, and corrupt a user's environment. At the very least, malicious applets can cause great inconvenience.
Dimly aware of the dangers, most users are nonetheless unwilling to disable Java in their browsers, and an "It won't 'This work was performed while the author was a summer student at Bellcore. happen to me" attitude prevails. One contribution of this paper is the description of an attack that allows an invading Java applet to convince certain firewalls to open arbitrary TCP holes to the applet's host. A variant of this attack even allows the attacker to use a firewall's proxying softwareintended to protected the site from intruders-as a springboard for further attacks on the internal network. Either way, by simply visiting a Web page or reading email in a Java-enabled browser, users can unknowingly provide their attacker a route through the protecting firewall.
While Java presents security concerns to users who download applets from the Internet, it is nonetheless very useful as a programming language. Java applets are being developed and deployed for internal use in corporate and other networks at a rapid pace [ 141. There are many reasons why people want to run Java within their protected network. Java is platform independent, so multi-platform demos can be built with relative ease. The object-oriented features of Java and the inheritance mechanism it provides make it an easy and convenient programming language, and the many available class libraries make things like network programming much easier than before.
A site wishing to protect itself from hostile Java applets has few options. If users are required to disable Java in their Web browsers, then that site is missing out on all of the benefits of a new and useful programming language, or at least those features that make it convenient to run within a browser. Also, there is little to stop a user from independently obtaining a Java-enabled browser from the Internet and running it. Cutting the site off from the Internet entirely would probably not sit well with most users.
In this paper, we discuss a compromise. We describe various techniques to block Java applets at a site's firewall so that internal applications can run Java in their browsers, but untrusted applets from the outside cannot penetrate. These techniques are already partially available in the public domain [7], and commercial firewall developers are rapidly releasing products that offer the techniques in various combinations. Section 2 contains a review of basic firewall concepts. Section 3 describes an applet attack on certain firewalls. In Section 4, an applet's path from server to host is described, and Section 5 evaluates three common methods for blocking Java applets at the firewall. Section 6 briefly describes the authors' experimental implementation of a Java-blocking firewall.
Firewall Design
A firewall is an intentional bottleneck between two networks designed to prohibit certain types of internetwork communication such as login attempts and network file system access [6, 5, 1, 3, 10, 15, 16, 201. The firewall hardware typically consists of one or more computers, routers, or special-purpose machines. In this paper, we envision a firewall protecting a corporate network as a single dualhomed host, i.e., a computer with two network interfaces able to examine traffk attempting to cross from one interface to another in order to decide whether to permit the traffic flow. The particulars of the firewall's network connectivity, such as screened host versus screened subnet architecture [5], precise location of the decision-making host, etc., are not crucial to the line of reasoning we wish to pursue, so we leave these details unspecified. We assume that one of the firewall's two network interfaces connects to the trusted but vulnerable local network, and the other connects to the external and untrusted Internet. Since one of the networks is the Internet, we restrict our attention to data in the form of IP packets.
Computers behind the firewall are the local hosts that the firewall protects, and computers outside the firewall are the remote hosts, which we assume to be potential attackers. TCP connections across the firewall that originate from the Internet are called inbound connections, and those that originate behind the firewall are called outboundconnections; in each case, TCP permits full-duplex communications. When designing a firewall, the essential decision to be made is what level of granularity to use when regulating the traffic flow. The granularity choice has a significant impact on equipment costs, operating costs, throughput, and security. Fine-grained, lightweight designs operate at the IP packet level and are called packet jilters. Coarser-grained, heavyweight designs usually operate at the TCP/UDP level and are called gateways or application proxies. We discuss both approaches in the following sections.
Packet Filters
A packet filtering firewall examines each IP packet independently, and by examining the IP source, IP destination, and other fields, decides whether to forward the packet or not. Ordinary packet filters make this decision by matching the packet against a static set of simple rules. For instance, one rule could prevent NFS packets from crossing the firewall in either direction, and another rule could block and log the initial packets of inbound TCP telnet port connections, where "initial" means that ACK=O in the packet's TCP options field. The latter rule allows local hosts to telnet to Internet hosts, but prevents Internet hosts from telnetting into the local hosts. By blocking only the initial packets of a TCP session, such a packet filter implicitly relies on the local hosts to safely discard remaining packets when the initial packet doesn't arrive. This in turn relies on the assumption that all local hosts are trustworthy.
More sophisticated packet filters allow the administrator to specify complex rules based on previous packet contents, time elapsed, and other parameters; these are sometimes called dynamic packet filters.
Firewalls consisting primarily of packet filters are used at many sites. However, packet filters cannot easily enforce policies such as "only users in group X may telnet from the Internet to local hosts." The problem is that a user's membership in group X is a property that has to be described in a relatively high-level protocol. Because IP packets may be arbitrarily fragmented and reordered and packet filters do not retain (much) state between packets, another solution is required if the policy is to be enforced at the firewall.
Indeed, many useful protocols such as FTP, X1 1, and talk are difficult although not impossible to provide in a secure fashion using a packet filter alone.
Application Proxies
Application proxies can be thought of as man-in-themiddle session forwarders. In this firewall scheme, a router or simple packet filter is configured to forward all relevant packets to a secured proxy host. For each protocol to be supported across the firewall, a user-mode program listens at the appropriate TCP port' on the proxy host. Such programs-the individual proxies-implicitly use the proxy host's kernel to reassemble IP packets into TCP streams. Not only are these streams considerably easier to parse and forward than raw IP, but unwelcome packets will rarely make it deeper into the local network than the proxy host. The effect is to isolate the local network from the Internet in a very strong way.
For example, the "only group X may telnet" policy above is easily implemented using an application proxy: the proxy 'Or UDP port. For our purposes, we concentrate on the TCP case.
immediately presents an authentication challenge to users attempting inbound telnet from the Internet. Once authenticated, the proxy opens a telnet connection to the local host and binds the two connections. The remote user seems to have a direct connection to the desired equipment, but all of the data actually flows through the proxy host. In this mode, the proxy acts as a tunnel through the firewall.
A New Attack
We have discovered a new attack against certain firewalls that is most appropriately realized as a Java applet. The success of the attack depends on the firewall's ability to parse and react to an FTP control session in a particular way so that local hosts can use FTP to obtain files from the Internet.
In addition, we assume that the firewall is transparent, i.e., it intercepts and forwards the TCP streams opened by the browser without the browser's knowledge or cooperation. Both transparent packet-filtering and proxying firewalls are at risk, at least in principle. Ironically, transparent firewalls tend to be the most sophisticated ones.
We strongly recommend that firewall administrators request updates from their vendors. While this attack by itself may or may not concern firewall administrators, it is certainly a good indication of the security risks of allowing local hosts to execute a program chosen by an adversary, even under the severe functionality restrictions imposed upon Java applets.
FTP and PORT
To explain the attack, we first review how FIT ordinarily works [ 171. A local user connects to a remote FTP server (port 21) and is authenticated, say as the "anonymous" user.
To retrieve the file /file . txt, the user's FTP client first chooses an arbitrary TCP port where it will wait for the file to arrive. The client then sends a PORT command to the server announcing this choice, and only then issues the command to fetch the file. The server responds by actively opening an inbound TCP connection to the specified port on the client and transmitting the file on this connection. See Figure 1 for a transcript of a sample session.
If the client's network is protected by a simple packet filter, the standard FTP transfer scenario will fail when the server attempts to open the agreed-upon port of the client. To a packet filter, this seems like an unsolicited probe of the client. However, a firewall susceptible to our attack contains special code that watches for precisely such a PORT command. In response, the firewall creates a window of opportunity for the remote host to open the named port on the client. If the remote host establishes this inbound connection, it can stay open an arbitrarily long time in order to transfer the file. 
Taking Advantage
But the firewall has no way of knowing that it was a legitimate FTP client that generated the PORT command. Suppose that a malicious insider opens an FTP connection to a remote accomplice and announces that it intends to receive a transmission on port 2 3 t h e telnet port. The firewall will dutifully open a hole allowing the remote host to access the client's telnet port. The client, in response to the inbound telnet connection, will issue a login prompt as always, giving the accomplice an opportunity to attempt a login in spite of the firewall. We have verified that this attack works in some environments. Of course, it does amount to an insider attack.
A Java Realization of the Attack
However, the attack can also be realized as a Java applet. Java provides an almost imperceptible means to get attacking code running on the client-a user need only stumble onto the wrong Web page or read email or news in a Javaenabled browser-and from that point, the firewall treats that code as a trusted entity. That is, permitting the unrestricted transfer of Java applets totally automutes the insider's role in this attack. The user controlling the browser need never even know that the attack took place.
When a victim obtains and invokes our applet from an attacking machine, the applet issues an appropriate PORT command and instructs a server running on the attacking machine to attempt a telnet session to the victim's machine. See Java's Security-Manager prevents the attacking applet from accessing the local telnet port directly. The applet instead sends the PORT command to an FTP control port on the accomplice server. The firewall permits the outbound connection.
bypass susceptible jirewalls to penetrate any TCP port on the client.
Discussion of the Attack
This attack has been independently discovered by other researchers [2, 81 and was alluded to in section 5.1 of [8]. Indeed, the fundamental weakness being exploited in the attack-FIT'S use of inbound TCP connections for receiving files-has long been recognized as a special problem for firewalls [6,5,3].
Before the advent of portable executable formats, every process running inside the firewall was seen to be authenticated (albeit weakly) as an insider, so permitting unrestricted outbound FIT didn't conflict with the security policy stating "that which is not explicitly permitted is forbidden." The PORT command crossing the firewall could be taken as proof that the insider initiated the transfer, and so the inbound TCP connection delivering the file was assumed to be associated with the permitted outbound FTP session. However, now that Java-enabled Web browsers invite adversaries to determine the insider's actions, such an assumption is no longer valid. If users can run applets obtained from outside the firewall, then the firewall must treat unauthenticated insiders as adversaries. This changes the firewall's role in the security landscape dramatically. It is particularly interesting to note that even under the assumption that the Java and firewall systems are each independently secure, they do not compose to produce a secure system. 
Partial Solutions
Sites that require strong authentication (e.g., a challengeresponse sequence) of users attempting outbound FTP are not susceptible to this attack, since an applet will not be able to authenticate itself as the user. While strong authentication is often required for inbound FTP connections, some designers reason that since inside users are already authenticated, no separate authentication should be required for outbound connections. See [l] for an example of a highsecurity environment in which this reasoning was used. (Note that this paper predates Java-enabled browsers.)
Currently susceptible firewalls can be strengthened by modifying them to ignore PORT commands that announce transfers to any "well-known" ports [ 181 (including ports less than 1024, the so-called "privileged ports"), at the risk of colliding with FTP sessions that innocently happen to choose one of these ports for a file transfer. If an innocent collision occurs, a subsequent attempt will probably succeed; only a tiny fraction of the port space is well-known. Of course the firewall must be also made aware of any sensitive local applications listening on non-well-known ports.
Another method of decreasing vulnerability is to allow only passive mode FTP across the packet filter [ 17, 31. The passive mode transfer scenario works almost like the standard mode, except that the server chooses a port number to listen on, and the client actively opens that port. (TCP connections are always full-duplex, so it makes little difference which end opens the connection.) In this way, the firewall sees the client opening an outbound connection and permits it; no fancy PORT command interpretation is required. In particular, our Java applet then sends its malicious PORT command in vain, for the firewall ignores it. Unfortunately, some FTP servers do not properly implement passive mode, and so this is not always an option. In this case, the network administrator could establish an FTP proxy that understands passive mode, use a packet filter to forbid all FTP packets across the firewall unless one of the hosts is the proxy host, and disable any special reaction to PORT commands. The proxy would then be able to access FTP servers that do not understand passive mode on the clients' behalf. If the FTP proxy is not transparent, then the FTP clients on the local hosts will have to be modified (or the users retrained to use the existing clients in a different way) so that communication with the proxy is possible. Bellovin [2] points out that the attack may even be possible without the use of Java. If a browser can be coaxed into sending an HTTP request containing a properly formatted PORT command to a server's FIT port, for instance by uploadingamultipartform to http: //evil.com:21/, then the firewall will open the corresponding TCP hole. Netscape will not honor a URL indiciating an "unnatural" low-numbered port (such as HTIT over port 21), so Netscape cannot be used to carry out the attack. However, this approach should work with other Web browsers.
Variants of the Attack
Our attack relies on the assumption that the firewall is "transparent", i.e., it intercepts and forwards the TCP streams opened by the browser without the browser's knowledge or cooperation. At other firewalled sites, users are instead required to explicitly configure their browsers to use a forwarding proxy, and packet filters forbid communications across the firewall except for those addressed to or from the proxy host. The browser can therefore only reach the outside network by connecting to the proxy. Suppose that the firewall at site xxx . com is designed in this manner and has its proxy listening on proxy. xxx . com at port 1200. When instructed to fetch a URL of the form http: //evil. com/path, the browser instead opens a TCP connection to proxy. xxx. com: 1200 and issues the request GET http: //evil .com/path HTTP/ 1 . 0. (The string HTTP/ 1 . 0 identifies the protocol in use.) The proxy then forwards the request to evil . com and returns the result to the browser.
If a browser uses a proxy to fetch an applet from http: //evil.com/PokeHole.class, it then informs the Java SecurityManager that the applet "came from" evil . com, even though the browser actually obtained it directly from proxy.xxx.com. That is, the browser trusts that the proxy did what it was supposed to do. See [4] for details on proxying in HTIW1.0.
Our attack fails when explicit proxying is used, because the SecurityManager prevents the applet from opening a TCP connection to any host other than evil . com, but the site's packet filter prevents the browser from directly connecting to that host. Therefore, the FTP connection for the malicious PORT command can never be constructed. (There is no Securi tyManager equivalent restricting TCP connections in Bellovin's suggested attack above, so it will probably still succeed under explicit proxying.)
Another pernicious attack is possible in an explicit proxying environment. Our assumptions are that an attacker knows or can find out the HTIT proxy host and port, say proxy. xxx . com : 12 0 0 as above, that the victim's browser is configured to use this proxy, and that the proxy's configuration does not prohibit inbound HTlT requests from the proxy itself.
Suppose the browser is instructed to load an applet from 4. The host evil. com complies and returns the applet class file, which then ripples back through the two chained proxy sessions to the browser.
5.
The browser, examining the original URL requested, informs the Java SecurityManager that the applet "came from" the host proxy. xxx . com, and starts the applet.
Therefore the applet actually supplied by evil .com seems to have come from proxy. xxx . com, and so it is xxx . com. But the proxy host is designed to forward TCP streams, so the applet can repeat the proxy self-reference trick to access arbitrary hosts supposedly protected by the firewall. We have verified that this attack works in some proxying environments: our applet, delivered by evil. com, can bounce off the proxy host to access any host reachable from the proxy. Although this "arbitrary" access to hosts is limited to the protocols supported by the proxy, the proxy's implementation of these protocols may well be rich enough to support a wide array of probes and attacks. For instance, we have seen one proxy that implements a complete two-way tunnel between client and server when forwarding an HlTP request, even though HTTP version 1.0 doesn't support persistent connections. The tunnel is a nice bit of code modularity, but results in bad security; it's enough to carry a telnet session.
We do rely on the assumption that the proxy allows connections from itself in step 3; without it, the attack fails. Most proxies give the firewall administrator great freedom in determining which hosts may connect to the proxy, so the attack can be prevented simply by making sure that proxy. xxx . com rejects connections from proxy. xxx . com. However, it is easy to imagine an administrator configuring the proxy to allow access from * . xxx . com in the absence of this knowledge, thereby enabling such an attack. (Particularly large sites may have multiple proxies to provide sufficient bandwidth for their users; in such a site, the administrator would have to configure each proxy to deny connections from any other proxy.)
This section has described in detail one attack on susceptible firewalls that is most appropriately realized as a Java applet, and has outlined two variants of the attack also exploiting the firewall-browser trust relationship. These particular flaws can be fixed, but other attacks are probably close behind.
Ultimately, firewalls permitting applet access should treat unauthenticated insiders as adversaries. If that is not possible, then sites should implement a mechanism that reverts their security landscape to the familiar one in which it is an acceptable risk to trust unauthenticated insiders for certain operations. This can be done by blocking applets from crossing the firewall so that only trusted code runs on clients. Then our attack, other existing Java attacks, and yetto-be-discovered Java attacks can be prevented. In order to block applets, we first consider the mechanism that brings an applet to a client.
Delivery of Java Applets
We are concerned with Java applets that are fetched, either intentionally or unintentionally, by Web browsers such as Netscape versions 2.02 and 3.0. For the purposes of this paper, "Netscape" refers to either version. Our remarks generally apply to other Java-enabled browsers as well.
In current browser environments, an applet is loaded and invoked in two distinct stages. 
Enabling Document
An applet is requested with HTML code such as that shown in Figure 4 . In order to start the applet, the enabling document shown in Figure 4 must first be delivered to the browser. The possible means of delivery include HTTP, FTP, gopher, mail, news, and the client's filesystem. All of these delivery mechanisms have URL encodings, so the user might not know or care how the enabling document is delivered: the user only has to do something innocuous, like absentmindedly click on a link. Once the enabling document arrives, the browser parses its HTML code and begins to obtain the remaining pieces, such as the j avalogo . gif image and the PokeHole applet class file.
The Class File
At this point, the browser uses the appropriate delivery mechanism to fetch the URL derived from the codebase and code properties in the <applet> tag. In the above example, the class PokeHole is fetched as f tp : / /xxx .
com/pub/PokeHole. class. When the binary file
PokeHole . class is delivered, execution proceeds in its public ini t ( ) method. Figure 5 shows a hex dump of the beginning of a Java class file. Again, any document delivery mechanism can be used to obtain a class file; however, most untainted news and mail servers would not be capable of delivering the data in the correct format: every file they deliver begins with ASCII header lines, and these would be rejected by the AppletClassLoader. This still leaves HlTP, FTP, gopher, and the client's filesystem as possibilities.
Blocking Strategies
In this section we discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of three strategies to prevent applets from entering the local network through the firewall. In each case we assume that the attacker's goal is to get a Java applet running on the victim's host, where the applet can then exploit existing Java bugs [8, 111 or firewall weaknesses to mount a more serious attack. We assume that completely disabling Java at the local hosts is not an option; perhaps the local use of Java is required in day-to-day-business, or perhaps users 00000000: cafe babe 0003 002d 0099 0800 8e08 0098 ....... -........ 00000010: 0800 9608 008b 0800 9408 0060 0800 5d08 ...........'.. 1 . 00000020: 0082 0700 8107 0057 0700 6f07 0085 0700 ....... W..o..... 00000030: ... may forget to disable Java when they download this week's spiffy new browser beta in a lower-security environment. Besides, there is no reason to disrupt Java applets delivered by trusted machines.
Rewriting <applet> Tags
This strategy uses a proxy that scans enabling documents for <applet> tags and rewrites such tags in a benign form, so that the web browser receiving the enabling document does not actually receive <applet>, and therefore never even attempts to fetch the attacker's applet. When rewriting the enabling document, the firewall can insert appropriate HTML text explaining that an applet has been blocked. Claunch [7] has extended Trusted Information Systems' free firewall toolkit [ 121 with this strategy.
This strategy works well in many situations and does prevent most ordinary applets from reaching a victim host. However, in order to locate <applet> tags, the firewall must know when to look for the tags and when not to: it would be unacceptable to rewrite such tags if they innocently occurred in a GIF image, a sound clip, or simply in non-HTML text (such as documentation) containing <applet>. There are two parts to the "when to look" question:
1. Detecting the capplet> tags in HTML documents, and 2. Determining whether the stream contains an HTML document at all.
Part 1 requires the firewall to parse the HTML file in the same way that the browser does. This is a tricky proposition: there are already several Java-enabled browsers, and there is no reason to think that they all produce the same parse trees on a given document. An attacker would only need to find a way to send capplet> in such a way that the firewall doesn't notice it but the browser does. Given the wide variety in browser interpretations of HTML elements, the existence of such asymmetry is not implausible. Even worse, supporting <applet> tag blocking for multiple browser types means detecting the kind of browser that is requesting a transfer. But at least one Web browser lies about its identity on its User-agent : line in order to receive special treatment from servers [9]! Part 2 can be difficult as well. HTTP version 1.0 servers identify the type of their transmissions using a Content-encoding : header line [4] . However, IFITP 0.9, FTP, and gopher servers simply deliver the file, leaving the browser to decide how to interpret the transmission. When the transfer protocol does not identify the file type, browsers examine the extension of the requestedB1e name in order to determine a type. For instance, Netscape interprets an H l T P 0.9 delivery of the UFU http : / /xxx. com/isoc . html as an HTML file, while it interprets H'-ITP 0.9 delivery of http://xxx.com/isoc.gif as an image file.2 Therefore, an attacker can fool the <applet>-blocking strategy by coaxing a browser into interpreting a file as HTML while making it look non-HTML to the firewall.
Unwelcome Deliveries
It may be possible, through copious experimentation and non-disclosure agreements, to determine precisely how each browser decides when to invoke its HTML parser. However, investigation would have to be exhaustive-HTML parsing opportunities arise in mysterious ways.
For instance, simple experimentation shows that Netscape with gopher proxying enabled treats the URL gopher : / /xxx.com/n/foo as an HTML resource when n E {0,5, ; , T, 8,2}, and in many other cases as well, even though there is no reason to expect it: the gopher types listed correspond to "ordinary file", "DOS binary archive", "unknown", "text-based tn3270 session", "text-based telnet session", and "CSO phone-book server". Thus, if Netscape directs gopher traffic through an capplet>blocking proxy, the proxy had better treat almost everything as an HTML file, even though in many cases the file isn't HTML at all. In practice, the most likely solution using only <applet>-blocking is to forbid gopher traffic across the firewall. This unfortunately tends towards the degenerate definition of a firewall in which all traffic is forbidden; a better solution is required.
Rewriting <applet> tags in HTML content as delivered by HTTF' (0.9 and 1 .O) , FTP, and gopher may be possible, but mail and news are also problematic. One simple 21ncidentally, Netscape treats the . class filename extension as a text specifier: one cannot start an applet by opening the URL of its . class file directly. attack is to search Usenet for postings from the targeted network and identify a victim who uses a Java-enabled browser to read mail and/or news; this information can be inferred from article headers. Once a victim has been identified, the attacker prepares an applet and enabling document and sends the enabling document to the victim (or posts it to the victim's favorite newsgroup). By encapsulating the enabling document with Content-type:
t e x t / h t m l , the attacker ensures that the browser will parse it as HTML. When the victim reads it, the applet is fetched and invoked.
In order to secure these protocols against applets, every mail message and every news article crossing the firewall must be tested for HTML content, and if found, parsed for <applet> tags. This not only puts tremendous load on the firewall, but it suffers from the same asymmetries mentioned above.
These subtleties suggest that the <applet>-rewriting strategy alone is probably insufficient but nonetheless very useful as a first line of defense. Although we are primarily concerned with Java applets, it should be emphasized that Netscape's Javascript and Microsoft's ActiveX-the other popular portable-executable formats-deliver the executable in the enabling document proper. There is no second line of defense for these formats; if they are to be blocked, they must be blocked in the enabling document.
Blocking CA FE BA BE
As seen in Figure 5 and required by the Java Virtual Machine Specification [13] , all Java class files begin with the 4-byte hex signature CA, FE, BA, BE. This immediately suggests an applet-blocking strategy: prevent all inbound files beginning with the CA FE BA BE signature from crossing the firewall. By proxying HTTP, FIT, and gopher, such transfers can be detected and blocked.
Note that in recent versions of Netscape, the CA FE BA BE signature does not necessarily have to appear at the beginning of a transmitted file. See s5.4 for an explanation and workaround.
The CA FE BA BE-blocking strategy requires inspecting only a tiny portion of file content, so it is efficient and easy to program. It does not require simulating any browser's HTML parsing behavior, nor does it require guessing the type of files crossing the firewall. Recall that mail and news servers are usually unable to deliver proper class files because they prepend ASCII headers to their payloads. As long as the browser user attaches to local and trusted mail and news servers, we can safely ignore the problem of mail and news delivery of class files; therefore, all of the potential transfer protocols for class files are covered. Finally, this strategy is inherently good: it works by detecting a property that Java applets are required to have, rather than by detecting properties that are merely consistent with the behavior of existing browsers.
Since this strategy does not consider the type of the file in transit, there is a false-positive risk legitimate, non-class files could begin with CA FE BA BE. We feel that this is less likely in practice than the sequence <applet. . . occurring in a non-HTML file, and an acceptable risk overall.
Naturally, this strategy cannot block Javascript or Activex code. The CA FE BA BE-blocker would best be applied in combination with the capplets-blocker; if the <applet> tag makes it through the first line of defense, then the CA FE BA BE-blocker will catch it at the second. In fact, detecting CAFE BABE after the <applet>-blocker failed is an excellent sign that someone is trying very hard to sneak in an applet, a condition conceivably worth interrupting a leisurely shower [ 191.
Blocking by Requested Filename
Another commonly-suggested strategy is to reject all browser requests via H", FT", and gopher for files with names ending in . class. This strategy once enjoyed most of the advantages of the CA FE BA BE-blocker, even though there was never any requirement in the Java Virtual Machine Specification [ 131 that class file names have the suffix . class. Still, we did not find a way to convince versions of Netscape earlier than 3.0 beta 7 to request a class file name that is not so named.
Things have changed. Netscape versions 3.0 beta 7 and later allow Java class files to be encapsulated in an archive file so that multi-class applets can be obtained in one network transaction. (In other words, Netscape decided not to wait for persistent-connection H?TP standards.) The archive format used is Zip without compression, a popular archiving format in the MS-DOS world. See Figure 6 for an example of this delivery method. In the example, the f i l e s . z i p archive contains the PokeHole class in one of its class files. A firewall intercepting the browser request would only see a request for the resource named f i l e s . z i p . It would probably be unwise to block all requests for resources having the . z i p suffix, since Zip files are so widely used. FTP users in particular would find it extremely inconvenient.
One workable technique for blocking applets is to interpret a request for a file beginning with the Zip file signature (or having a name of the form * . z i p ) as an indication that a Java applet might be in transit. To find out for sure, the firewall could unpack the archive as it arrives and look for the CA FE BA BE signature. If it finds it, then it could abort the transfer.
Netscape version 3.0 appears to require that archive files have names with suffix . z i p and that the class files embedded within have names with suffix . class. However, this is again merely an observation; Netscape is as free to change this behavior as it was to introduce archive files in the first place. Until then, firewall administrators and designers can only hope to find out about new and dangerous features before attackers do.
Firewall Environments
Each of the above schemes is most easily realized as an application proxy. None of these schemes can be easily implemented with a packet filter alone, since each requires interpreting a part of the data stream that must be found by context. For example, blocking CA FE BA BE-the simplest scheme-requires searching IP packets for that fourbyte signature. However, those four bytes need not arrive in the same IP packet, and if split up, the individual packets may arrive out of order. One might wonder what kind of well-intentioned server or gateway would fragment a packet across its first four bytes, until realizing that in H'ITP 1. 0, the signature appears after an unpredictable amount of header information. Furthermore, legitimate H'ITP traffic doesn't always occur on the same port; a packet filter would have to determine on-the-fly which ports on which hosts are being used for H'ITP. In spite of this, an application proxy for Web traffic can be added to an otherwise packet-filtering environment. In an academic or "loose-cannon'' network, where outbound connections are almost always allowed and users are able and apt to install new browsers, the network administrator needs a way to force Web traffic through the proxy. One social-engineering solution is to use the packet filter to prevent outbound connections to port 80, the official [18] and most commonly used HTTP port, thus rendering most Web sites inaccessible. Users will soon seek assistance, at which point the administrator can configure the appropriate proxies in their browsers. This leads to an interesting situation in which the outbound HTTP, F W , and gopher protocols are not prevented (except on port 80), but they are proxied when accessed by a Web browser-the most important time to defuse dangerous Java applets. Other programs that use these protocols would not be impeded; a user who needed to download a Java applet by command-line FTP would not vertently invoke applets would be affected, which fits our design paradigm well.
Blocking Strategy Weaknesses
1. One must consider the possibility that an enabling document and class file might already exist in the victim's filesystem, perhaps downloaded with documentation in HTML format. Or, if the victim's equipment can read AFS3 files, then the attacker might be able to make the enabling document and class file visible to the victim by exploiting AFS's global namespace property. None of the techniques discussed in this paper can prevent applets already available through the client'sJilesystemfm running. 2. Any scheme that requires examining a TCP stream must understand that stream's encoding. If any browser behind the firewall is able to decompress or decrypt enabling documents or class files, then the firewall must unpack the file in the same way in order to test for offending properties. Naturally, encrypted transfers cannot be parsed by a proxy. Instead, the user's trust in the firewall must be transferred to trust in the remote server. Servers that have public keys delivered with a Web browser can probably be assumed to have higher security standards and accountability than an anonymous cleartext HTTP server; still, a system administrator who feels that the risks of possible applet delivery outweigh the benefits of encryption can always disable encrypted transfers at the proxy.
Implementation
We have extended Claunchs <applet>-blocker [7] to block CA FE BA BE as well. This proxy was able to block every method we know of passing an applet through the firewall for immediate execution in Netscape versions that were then available. Our implementation does not look for Java class files hidden in Zip archives, but it could be extended to do so.
The base program for both blocking strategies, http-gw (H?Tp Gateway), was made available by Trusted Information Systems in 1994 [12] . It was originally written so that existing client applications could use it without requiring modification, although the user would have to use the applications differently. In a representative firewalled network, an H" 0.9 request for the URL h t t p : / /www. between the two applications. If the remote host at uiuc . edu returned an HTML file, then the firewall would also take care to rewrite its links before presenting it to the client. Http-gw proxies H" 0.9, HTTP 1.0, FlT, and gopher, all with URL rewriting as required by relevant protocols. It determines the transfer type by examining Contenttype : headers and filename extensions as described in Section 5.2. Combined with the <applet>blocker and the CA FE BA BE-blocker, it is a surprisingly complex and subtle piece of code.
One interesting design decision involved what to do when the CA FE BA BE-blocker noticed an applet attempting to pass by. By simply aborting the transfer, the client's Netscape would report a C l a s s F o r m a t E r r o r , leaving the user bewildered. Instead, our proxy delivers a canned applet that opens a window (subject to the existing screen constraints) with a message explaining that an applet was blocked at the firewall. A little trickery is required here: Netscape is expecting to receive, say, class PokeHole and the proxy instead wants to deliver class CannedApplet. The proxy proceeds by massaging the CannedApplet bytecodes to change its name into PokeHole on-the-fly; meanwhile, it must also modify or suppress any preceeding C o n t e n t -l e n g t h : header lines, since the modified CannedApplet .class will almost certainly have a different size than the original PokeHole. class.
Conclusion
Remote execution of code has come into its own with the proliferation of downloadable executable content, Java being the most popular example. However, it is also evident that environments in which Java enabled browsers can download applets from untrustworthy sites are fraught with security concerns. Security breaches in computers that execute content from unknown sites are already great cause for concern. This is particularly so in networks that seek to protect themselves from the rest of the Internet by firewalls because naive implementations operate on the assumption that other local hosts are untainted, and hence more trustworthy. The security implications of a firewall break-in are correspondingly more severe. In such a situation, it becomes imperative to study the security implications of allowing machines to download applets from sites outside the firewall. In our opinion, not enough attention has been paid to this as-pect, and this work should serve as a wake-up call to those among us who are not already anxious.
We show in this paper how some common firewalls can be fooled into creating holes using a rather simple Java applet. Once this hole is created, the local host which downloads and executes this applet becomes, effectively, bereft of the security that the firewall affords and, as pointed out above, may be more vulnerable than hosts operating without the assumption of a firewall. Of course, Java is not necessary for this attack, but the fact that Java-enabled browsers and their users are ubiquitous makes it much easier to mount. Ironically, while other security concerns require that the firewall be as clever as possible, this attack makes some of the most sophisticated firewalls susceptible. There is no doubt that blocking applets from crossing a firewall is of essence.
Basically, in order to block applets from crossing a firewall but allow other kinds of content to go through, one has to look for <applet> tags in the downloaded stream and delete or replace the applet code. But doing this without killing legitimate traffic is not easy. Almost all the different delivery mechanisms (HTML, FTP, gopher, mail, news) may be used to deliver applets by encapsulating them suitably. We found that looking for c a p p l e t > , the OxCAFEBABE byte signature, and certain filename suffixes are all effective strategies for detecting most of the applet code passing through. We also point out that, because of the fragmented nature of IP packets, detecting signatures can be done with more facility in a proxying environment than with a pure packet filtering mechanism. Even in a pure packet filtering environment, some application-level proxying should be considered. Using the strategies we describe in such an environment, one can be more confident that a Java applet cannot pass through the firewall. The implementation of these strategies, starting from Claunch's capplet>-blocker, is effective if somewhat subtle.
Attacking firewalls using Java applets is only the tip of the iceberg and the authors believe that more vulnerabilities will be found in the future involving firewall security and Java. What we have proposed can only be the first step towards creating a secure environment for executing downloaded content using a firewall without sacrificing the new dimensions in computing that Java avails. h o blems involving securing networks from malicious code from the Internet abound. In particular, how to protect against portable executable formats like Javascript that somehow beat the <applet>-style blocking mechanism remains an open problem.
